NEW

CIDETRAK®
CMDA + OFM MESO™

MATING DISRUPTION PRODUCT FOR CODLING MOTH & ORIENTAL FRUIT MOTH

• 32 dispensers/acre compared to 200 conventional combination pheromone-only products.
• 2 for 1: Disrupts both female and male CM
• CM: Disrupts CM oviposition, reduces mating, maintains higher virginity and lowers damage.
• OFM: Reduces OFM mating and lowers damage.
• Long-lasting full season performance.
• Fast application ready-to-use packaging and ready-to-apply dispensers.
• No moving parts, no batteries, no gummy deposits.
• Removal not required.

Contact your local supplier and order now!

Codling Moth, Cydia pomonella
Oriental Fruit Moth, Grapholita molesta
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Made in the USA
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Contact your local supplier and order now!
CIDETRAK® CMDA + OFM MESO™

MATING DISRUPTION PRODUCT FOR CODLING MOTH & ORIENTAL FRUIT MOTH

CIDETRAK® CMDA + OFM MESO
% OFM Damage in Apples

CIDETRAK® CMDA + OFM MESO
% CM Damage in Apples

Features:
- MESO dispensers (32 dispensers/acre)
- Dramatic reduction of dispenser rate/increased performance
- Reduces/delays primary mating and severely limits secondary mating
- Significantly maintains virginity
- Patented, high performance rotating hook - hanging device
- Apply with pole applicator or mechanical system
- Personalized carrier packaging

Benefits:
- Effect: CM Pheromone, Male; DA Kairomone, Male and Female & OFM Pheromone, Male
- Less labor, "Less insecticide", Less damage
- Significantly reduces damage and long term development, Less insecticide required
- Significantly reduces damage, Less insecticide required
- Fast application, no branch scarring = Less labor/Tree safety
- Fast, low cost application
- Convenient application/better inventory control = Less material/Less labor

Contact your local supplier and order now!
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35 YEARS of Innovating and Investing in Your Success!
IMPORTANT: ALWAYS READ THE LABEL

Also consider using these great products!

PHEROCON® CM-DA COMBO
PHEROCON® OFM COMBO DUAL
PHEROCON® VI DELTA Trap

Commercial orchard: Wild OFM populations. Multiple insecticide applications. Source: Dr. Greg Krawczyk, Penn State University, 2017, N=1

Commercial orchard: Wild CM populations. Multiple insecticide applications. Source: Dr. Greg Krawczyk, Penn State University, 2017, N=1

IMPORTANT: ALWAYS READ THE LABEL